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WATER IN THE QURAN

By; Prof. Abdalla EL Tayeb
Univers i ty of Juba.

ABSTRACT

This paper will be mainly concerned with the treatment

of the subject of water in the Quran. V/ater is the source of

all life. Both sweet and salt water may become scarce or its

nature may change and so become unsuitable for drinking. In

the life to come, water supplies some of the most important

sources of eternal happiness and divine pleasure, and boiled

water and other kinds of unwholesome water supply some of the

most terrible means of torture in hell-fire.
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TKABI'T-ICN&LMETHODS £& WAXES. PURIFICATION IN THIS RIVERAIN SUDAN

IN RELATION TO

GEOGRAPHIC AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

By: Diw Sania Al Azharia Jahn

Sudan Medical Research Council

ABSTRACT

In the valleys of the Blue Nile and the River Nile, the

trouendous increase of suspended solids during the floed season,,

from less than 100 ag/L to 4-8000 OQ/1, calls for water purific-

ation. Bank filtration known in the Sudan under the tern "gannan*

can not be practised during this tine because the rising river covers

sandy islands as well as sand and gravel formations along the

banks. The native methods of choice consist oainly in a type of

clay- soil called "Rauwaq" and different types of plant floccul-

ants. There is evidence that the use of plants was better known

in the pa3t»

At present the nethod to clarify turbid water with "Rauwaq"

has spread fron .ozira villages in the neighbourhood of Rufa'a to

the Blue Nile province and the Northern Province. New sites of

high quality "Rauwaq" containing oar© than 90^ bentonite were dis-

covered there only 1-2 years ago. Other types of soil coagulant

aids are restricted to defined geologic sites such as the rock

stone fron Jabel Kassingar.

Indigenous and cultivated plants are used according to their

geographical distribution. Several of these plant flocculants play

a role in folk uedicine in the treatnent of gastro-intestinal dis-

turbances.

•r-j Wonen are aore concerned about water purification than nan.
• he ci t is not related to the social status of the fauily; but depends on

the individual enre of the house-wife. ",7onen fron poor housholds

2/.••••



were found to show greater skill in the use of coagulant aids

in optinal concentration than woaen fron wealthier hoaes who delegate

part of their duties to servants.

In nany villages sone people are still reluctant to pay

for water quality. During the flood season nuddy Nile water is

used rather than bringing water fron nore distant â ur-cos. People

nay also refrain fron water purification if soil or plants need

expenses for transport.
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PERCEPTION AND CHOICE OF WATER SOURCES, NEEDS AND

IMPROVEMENTS IN SURAL KHARTOUM

By: Mohaned E . A. Abu Sin

Dr. Yagoub Abdal la

ABSTRACT

The problem of improving r u r a l water s u p p l i e s i n the Sudan

differs from one area to another. In the drier areas improved

supplies can nean sinply increasing v;ater quantity. In western

Sudan especially in Sandy areas, where the problen is a primary

water shortage, the borehole policy soeas likely to be the nost

practicable alternative. In other parts of the Sudan, such as

Khartoun province, alternative sources of water - other than

boreholes "hafirs" and shallow wells - are available and tte

principal noed is to improve their quality for hunan consumption.

Thus the probloo is different for different parts of the Sudan.

In Khartoun province water for donestic use nay be obtained

fron the Nile, irrigation canals, hand-dug wells, stand pipes and

horeholes. Choice among these alternatives depends on oany fact-

ors which are incompletely understood. I t uay be seen as a trade

of decision between water price, household efforts and perceived

water quality. The choice nay also be a function of household o

demographic, socio-econouic characteristics and of community

structure.

This study is an attenpt to establish the relationships -J

between household choice and perception of water quality, the man-

agement of water supplies and the socio-economic statues of the

household in selected villages in Khartoum province. An attempt

is also made to evaluate the local concern and community involve-

ment in improving their water quality.

2 / -
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preliainary results suggest that factors of distance, costs

of fetching water and the econouic status of the household are the

flain deteruinants of the choice of a particular water source. In

the areas where there are ..ore than one alternative attention is

paid to the taste and quality of water. In soae villages where

uodernized water sources are available, the traditional sources

are abandoned. The efforts of the connunity in improving their

water sources through self-help programmes is especially clean in

urbanized villages. This sce:js to be due to the inhabitants of the

use hygienic water for donestic purposes.
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TIE liAGNITUDE OF THE D2INKIN&

tfATEii PHOBLEtf IN THE SUDAN

By: Mohd. Osnan El Samnani

Ministry of .Agriculture Jtood &

Natural Resources

According to available information there is an annual

deficit of 246 nri.llion cubic metres in the drinking water re-

quireoents of rural areas.

The first part of the paper reveals the Geographical di-

mension of the problem through a set of 9 maps showing by prov-

ince the distribution of the existing water sources and areas

served by then as envelopes of 5, 10, 20, and more than 20 kn.

fron source. The oaj)s aiso show those parts of the country

depending wholly on shallow wells and natural sources, and'

served at variable distances fron the source.

The second part of the paper attempts to quantify the

magnitude of the problen. The said deficit i3 worked out on

estimates of daily and annual consumption for human beings and

various categories of livestock, based on figures supplied by

WHO and local experts. The paper stresses that the amounts

specified are estimates and do not reflect actual consumption

of local communities and their herds in various parts of the

country. Because of differences in standards of living,

availability of water, and the extent of dependancy on natural

sources, more close examination of the whole situation is needed

to determine the real magnitude of the problem.

The paper concludes by indntifying the short term and long

term objectives of water provision, and attempts to list the

requirements for meeting the short term objectives.



THE ENVIRONMENT AND ITS POLLUTION

BY: A. T. Abdel Hafeez

Department of Hor t i cu l tu re ,

Faculty of Agr icul ture ,

Univers i ty of Khartoum

ABSTRACT

Pollution of the environment is a result of huaan act-

ivities. It takes place in three oedia namely, the atmosphere,

waters and the land.

According to UN reports the pollutant effects aay be

direct and indirect both resulting in undesirable conditions

which very much endanger nans' living on this planet. It is

therefore necessary that efforts have to be made to avoid poll-

uting the environnent.



Pollution in agriculture
JoPc Bierhuizen

Department of Horticulture, Agricultural
University, Wageningen, The Netherlands.

Summ ary
Pollution in agriculture leading to a reduced yield

may occur either in the soil via irrigation, the applic-
ation of fertilizers and herbicides or via aerial pollution.
The accumulation of substances can be a result of the farmer
or that of the environment.

The most important source of pollution in the soil is
that via irrigation, because a plant absorbs enormous
quantities of water which is evaporated in comparison with
the simultaneous uptake of kations, anions and other
substances,, The transpiration coefficient of a plant, that
is the amount of water transpired per gm dry matter produced
can be in the order of 1000. Dry matter may contain 10%
kations and anionso This means that for the production of
1 gm dry weight, 1000 gms of water is transpired with an
uptake of Oo 1 gm of salts. Surface or subsurface water
used for irrigation with a concentration higher than 0c 1
gm/ltr necessary leads to an accumulation of salts in the
top layero (concentration of the Rhine 0o7 g/ltr, the
Merdedah Tunesia 2.5 g/ltr, the Nile 0.1 g/ltr). The plants
react on the concentration of the soil solution rather than
on total salts present in the soil. The sensitivity to-
wards salinity is different. Usually k groups of tolerance
are distinguished. The sensitivity, however, depends also
on the growth rate© The choice whether a certain water
quality can be used for irrigation depends not only on the
sensitivity of the crop but also on the probability of
increase in soil salinity during a growth period, which
depends e.g. on the soil, the rootdepth, the amount of irr-
igation (vide fig. 1). Some experiences with leaching,
sprinkling and irrigation., irrigation time will be discussed.

An excess of fertilizers and herbicides in the long run
may effect plant growth and through drainage pollute surface
water. At present balances are made between the amount of
fertilizer applied and kations and anions regained in the
crop. Phosphate usually does not lead to a large pollution
of the surface water due to the fact that the transport in
the soil is extremely low.. The nitrogen load on surface
water is higher which is at least partly due to nitrification.
With herbicides, heavy metals, models are developed to calc-
ulate transport in relation to absorption, evaporation, half
time values of certain substances.
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Aerial pollution (fluoride, S02, ozone, ethylene) is
a great problem at present in industrialized countriese
The threshold concentrations at which damage occurs depend
on the time of exposure end are in general extremely low.
The opening of stomates during the occurence of pollution
is importantc Bulbs are extremely sensitive towards
pollution and often used as indicator for aerial pollution*
Fog and dust especially in glasshouses might reduce yield
via the reduction in light intensity.
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WATER QUALITY AND AQUATIC W3ED CONTilOL

By: Dr. Kami Be s h i r El Tigani

Water Hyacinth Control Section

Plant P ro tec t ion Administrat ion

ABSTRACT

The presence of aquatic weeds in a number of waterways

and irrigation canals leads to serious water losses, navig-

ation, irrigation, fishing problems and health hazards anl pro-

mpts necessary control measures. The use of chemical herbi-

cides against such infestations is not without ill-effects on

the quality of the treated water and the organisns living in

it. Moreover, the decaying plant naterial reduces the water

quality and changes the aquatic environoent to an extent that

night be harmful to organise inhabiting aquatic ecosystems.
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A CRITICAL APPRAISAL OF THE WATER POLLUTION PROBLEM

IN THE &EZIRA CANALS WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO

A QUACULTOIffi

By: T. T. &eorge

Fisheries & Hydrobiological Research

Section

Khartoum.

ABSTRACT

The canalisation network of the G-ezira Cotton Scheme adds

a considerable water area to the vast resources of inland waters

in Sudan. This water area provides an excellent scope for aqua-

cultural development of cultivable species of fish which can also

be utilized in the biological control of aquatic weeds and dis-

ease vectors already heavily infesting the irrigation canals.

The use of pestioides and molluscicides poses serious water pol-

lution hazards. The crucial problem is how best to develop aqua-

culture. In this paper, therefore, a critical appraisal of this

problem is reviewed and the need for well-coordinated ligislative,

adminstrative and technical measures to protect this water reso-

urce is stressed.
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CHOP ASSISTANCE j»JND POLLUTION

2>y: G-aafor Mohd. El Hassan

Dopartnent of Horticulure

Faculty of Agriculture

Univers i ty of Khartun

.ABSTRACT

The existence and development of crops that are resis-

tant or tolerant to pests and disease; will contribute to the

reduction or eli;aination of the use of pesticides, a uajor

source of pollution in agriculture. Salt tolerant cultivars

not only nake it possible to utilize polluted areas hut will

also nn.nini.zo the build-up of such pollutants.

Resistant cultivars should therefore occupy a pivotal

position in the long-tern integrated and coordinated approach

to pollution control.



EFFECT OF POLLUTANTS ON BIBDS:

WITH SPECIAL PJSFEHENCE TO PESTICIDES

Dy: Dr. Magzoub Oner Bashir

Departnent of Crop Protection

Faculty of /^riculture

University of Khartoun

A3STBACT

Since the tine of the .Ancient Egyptians, birds have always

fascinated aan in a nuriber of ways. In modern tines sone species

are taken as national Syobols. These are highly respected and

protected.

In :hie endeavour to oonopolize the earth's resources, un-

knowingly nan has endangered nany species of birds and other

creatures. Chemicals, especially pesticides ware one of the nain

threats to birds.

The nobility of birds, however, is one of their natural

neans of protection against danaging exposure to chenicals.

However, this is counteracted by cyclic or rhythnic habits, food

specificity and habits of reproduction.

Cases of acute toxicity and loss of birds after pesticide

applications are reported fron all over the world. Loss because

of acute toxicity night occur through pesticide nagnification

along the food chain. Birds of prey especially those at the

ultinate top of a long food chain are particularly endangered.

Subacute and chronic toxicity is nanifested in loss due

to reproductive failure rather than adult birds nortality.

Evidence correlating the population decline of sone birds species

and the use cf pesticides in their ecosysten was reported in the

2/.



case of the Grebes, Pelicans and Falcons. Experioental evid-

ence was established by research on the Malard and the Sparrow

Hawk.

The population decline of some species was theorised as

resulting froa thin egg shell and breakage of these eggs. DDT,

its metabolites and Dieldrin of the chlorinated hydrocarbon

group of pesticides were experinentally found to cause egg shell

thinness. Pesticides affect hydrolysis of the enzynes and hor-

nones necessary for the nobilization and deposition of calciun

for eyg shell formation.

In the Sudan hazardous pesticide use practices are found

in the G-ezera and other big scheaes. The use of chemicals to

control conpetitor birds like the weaver is deleterious to non—

target species. With the wide use of pesticides in the country

one doubts that no bird species is in danger. The lack of app-

reciation of tho iqportanco of birds and lack of specialised

ornitholygists hanp hanper serious studies on the situation of

birds species under the wide use of pesticides.
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PESTICIDES AND THE GBZIRA ja

BY
G.A, El Zorgani; N.M. Nasr El din*and

A.A. Abdel Rahman
Agricultural Research Corporation, Wad Medani

Abstract

Historically the use of organic pesticides in the Gezira was first

introduced in 1946/47 when a limited amount of the then new discovered

insecticide DDT was used to control the cotton jassid. Since the sixties

there has been a continuous increase in the quantity and diversity of

pesticides used annually in the Gezira.

It is now estimated that not less than 2.5x10 tons of active

insecticidal material is being deposited annually on the Gezira. This figure

should bo more alarming when it is realized that nearly two thirds of it

represents DDT.

Despite this increasing usage of pesticides in the Gezira, there

was no serious consideration to trace its effects in early days. For this

reason investigations are nov/ being made to study the pesticides interference

with the environmental fabric, and also to look into the environal effects

on behaviour and nature of pesticides.

Sudan Gezira Board, Barakat.
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HEVUiW OP WATER TREATMENT IN THE SUDAN

By: Karaal Mahmoud

Public E l e c t r i c i t y & Water Corporation

Khartoum

ABSTRACT

The-paper dea l s with the cur ren t water t reatment p rac t i ce

as applied by PJJi/C to the community water . Urbanisat ion which

i s now a noted phenomenon taking place i n var ious p a r t s of the

country, r equ i r e s a f u l l review of the ex i s t ing water system

with respect to:

(A) High quantities of cheroicals consumed in the treat-

aent processes.

(B) High cost of water purification works.
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HOW PLANTS CAN AID TO IMPROVE WATER QUALITY.

TRADITIONAL METHODS IN .AFRICAN COUNTRIES AND MODERN

APPROACH IN THE 7\EST

By: Dr . S a a i a Al A z h a r i a Jahn

Sudan Medical Resea rch Counci l

ABSTRACT

In the Sudan, Egypt, Northern Nigeria and probably several

other African countries the nuddy water fron rivers and rainponds

is clarified with different types of plant material. Sooilar neth-

ods are also applied for the purification of drinking water fron

deconposing organic natter. A snail amount of crushed bark, steo,

leaves or seeds is usually added to the water stored in tins,

barrels, jars of burnt clay, great gourd-halves or snail bassins

dug in the ground for pasturing anioals. If optinal concentrations

are used a good effect on the optioal- turbidity reaevaL -ojp-tioal den-

sity is seen after 2 hours. In addition several plant flocculents

iqprove the odour and taste of the water. Whether the bacteriolo-

gical quality can also be affected by these ncthods is under investi-

gation. Sons of the plants discovered by people in Bornu villages

(Northern Nigeria) as useful coagulant aids are identical with those

known in the Sudan.

Bulusu and Pathak (1974) reported that seeds fron sone Indian

plants can be used as natural coagulant aids in conbination with

alun or sodiun carbonate.

In several European countries, U.S.A. and Japan higher aqua-

tic plants nainly belonging to the species Scirpus, phragnites and

Juncus are used at present in the "Ereatnent of donestic and indus-

trial waste water. The pioneering investigations in this field

2/...
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were conducted by Seilel and her co-workers in the iiax-Planck—

Institute in Krefeld, Western G-ornany. The clinination of in-

organic and organic sludges as well as pathogenic gerns froa

waste water by artificial narsnes ,as studied best with the bul-

rush, ijjcirpus lacustris. The good results in inprovenent of

water quality can be partly explained by typical norphological

features of the stca. Biochenists were able to follow the oet-

abolisa of organic compounds such as phenol-ic. These subst-

ances affect also the development of the stonata and induce the

outgrowth of hydropotes fron the surgace of the epideais. Bact-

erioide root secretions cr syabiosis between the rhizosphere and

other ndcro-organisas seen to be responsible for the effect on

bacteria.

Hush nonds are at the sa.ae tine easy to operate and have

low installation and operation costs.
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SOLAR DISTILLATION OF WATER, W;.TS2. QUALITY AND

POSSIBLE USES

By; Dr. Yahia H. Hanid

Facu l ty of Engineering & Arch i t ec tu re

U n i v e r s i t y of Khartoun

ABSTRACT

The sinple solar still is a single-effect distiller that

operates at sub-boiling tenporatures. It utilizes the green-

house effect in its operation; an effect Which depends essent-

ially on the selective property of glass being transnissive to

visible light and opaque to the infra-red.

The quality of distillate is cheoically conpareable with

the product fron other single effect thermal distillers. Pre-

lininary biological tests conducted at the Central Medical lab-

oratories in Khartou.-j on samples fron a laboratory unit at the

saoplos adhere to the BP standard on water fit for nedical use.

However further tests under controlled conditions would be nec-

essary.

Production cost of the water is about 1.5 na per Imperial

Gallon. At this cost the product is a nuch cheaper then that

fron any known ucthod for the production of distilled water.

The product could bo used in the Cherjical and pharnaceutics

industries, in research laboratories and aedical centres and

possibly for hunan consumption.
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WASTE RECYCLING " USING ' • SELECTED INDIGENOUS

By: Kathc Scidcl

Max-Plank I n s t i t u t e ,

Krefcld-Hulserberg,

Gernany

/J3STIIACT

We have developed nethods in the Max-Plank-Institute at

Krefeld to nake use of higher plants for waste recycling. This

was based on the observation that certain aquatic plants aota-

bolize inorganic and organic sludges, eliuinate poiaons and

kill nicrobes.

The plants arc grown on a systea of stepwise descending

sand beds or basins arranged like a cascade. If waste water is

allowed to enter the systea it will penetrate through the sand

layer. Its stepwise purification takes place in the roots which

are also able to destroy pathogenic bacteria. Even virus and

worn eggs are inactivated, but we can not as yet explain by what

specific aechanisn. Thanks to the sand layer there is no risk

for stagnating waste water and growth of haraful algae. Solar

energy and gravitation satisfy the energy dcoands of the systea

this cheap sonrces of energy nake the poblen inexpensive. In

addition the abundant growth of plant stens yields aaterial

which can be used as aninal food, fertilizer, raw aaterial for

the production of cellulose and for hand oado nats and baskets.

These waste recycling units are already in use in several

countries and have given very encouraging results.
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E COLLECTION, TH3AT2.ENT AND DISPOSAL AS A

PK33VBNTIVS MEASUlffi AGAINST POLLUTION

By: I b r a h i m Mohd. E l Hassan and. Manoun

ABSTIIACT

In order to avoid the pollution of water resources, whether

surface water or under ground water aeasures should be taken not

to allow polutants to reach the water sources. Since waste water

whether industrial or donestic has ever been one of the uajor

probleos causing water pollution in developed countries it becoaes

very essential for the developing countries to learn the lesson

and avoid the disposal of sewage in the water courses.

Based on this fact this paper will deal with the experience

in the Sudan with sewage collection, treatnent and disposal which

is only lioLted to Khartoun and Khartoun North. The paper will

reveal the experiences and problem facing the personoll who has

been engaged in these two schenes,and will reflect the light on

the future of sewage collection, treatnent and disposal in this

country.

It will also look into the existing practice in rurual and

urban Sudan of the disposal of hunan wastes and point out the

•ain advantages and disadvantages of the nethods u<3ed.
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AN ATTEMPT TO CONTROL THIS V7AT32. POLLUTION IN SUDAN

By: D r . , B c s h i r Mohd. El Hassan

Facu l ty of Engineering & Arch.

U n i v e r s i t y of Khartoun

ABSTRACT

The paper describes briefly the organizational problems

related to drinking water and point out that nore than six

bodies are responsibe for water supply with ninioun or no co-

ordination between then. The paper also describes the status

of sewage treatment and disposal in this country. It criticises

the systen of water treatment and ;janagenent, and calls for the

establishment of a central body to cater for, or at least to

coordinate the activities in this field inorder to achieve the

foilowings:

1. To work out national standards for drinking water

2. To work out national standards for waste disposal and pre-

vension of water resources against pollution.

3« To encourage the econonical use of water particularly in

industry through recycling and siuilar processes, inorder

to overcone the water shortage and to prevent pollution.

4» To investigate and adapt simple and cheap technology for

water and waste water treatment (such as oxidation bonds)

5» To work out an overall pollution control systen.
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AN ArPllOACH TO vTATBIl iLi-N/i&ELIENT IN THE SUDAN

By: Dr. Abdin M. A« Saleh

Faculty of 3ngineering & Arch.

Univers i ty of Khartoua

A3ST11ACT

V/ater i n the Sudan can e i t h e r be obtained d i r e c t l y fron the

falling rain or at a later stage in the hydrological cycle, fron

surface and ground water.

Up to a very recent tine the general tendency was that,

surface water especially the Nile and i t s tributeries have been

the najor source for the country's water of which agriculture is

the najor consumer. This relationship has been satisfactory at

the tine when the supplied surface water is ouch higher than the

denand for i t . With the recent very large increase in the irrig-

ated areas, the Sudan's use of the Nile v/ater is nearly approach-

ing i t s upper Uniting value. In addition to that, other very in-

portant consumers such as, domestic, industry hydro-electric power

generation, and navigation have increased demanding a greater share.

Other new sources of water such as loss on swanps, storage in lakes,

desalination of water, recycling and inprovenent of water uses,

can also be considered in any aanagenent plan.

A balance between such a wide variety in supply and denand

can only be achieved through a new approach to the nanagenent of

the water resources in the Sudan. This new approach, which is

currently called systea approach, oust pay a considerable atten-

tion to the hydrological, ecological, ccononical and political

'characteristics. Following this approach a Water Icesources Systen

can be drawn adopting the techniques developed in the field of

Systeu Engineering.
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DRINKING- Y/ATEIi QU;JJTY

By: Joseph Zaki Boutros

The Chenicnl Laboratory

Ministry of Health

The paper discusses the drinking water quality in the Sudan

and details are given to cover the following:

1. The sources of drinking water, nanoly: rivers, deep bore-

holes, open wells and natural and artificial reservoirs.

Corxients are given on their level of quality*

2. The physical and che;:iieal analyses were carried out by

the CherzLcal Laboratories on water sanples. Other in-

vestigations and control noasures are reported. •

3« Local Standards for drinking water were for:julated by

the Chciical Laboratories after giving considerations

to Y/HO International standards, National Standards of

other countries, available information and toxicity

data, conditions prevailing in the country, and the

research carried out locally.

The paper concludes by reconoending ruoro attention to

water quality probleas; and strict neasures to iqprovo the

bacteriological and biological conditions of drinking water.-'
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PESTICIDES, vfc'JEa POLLUTION AND HS.'JJTH HAZAIU)S IN

THE SUDAN

By: Zuhair Ibrahin Fakhry

Occupational Hoalth Division

i i in i s t ry of Health

ABSTIQCT

With developaent and agricultural expansion, pesticides

are being increasingly used in the Sudan with consequent poll-

ution of the environment and health hazards to nan and aniual*

In this couaunication the different types of pesticides used

in the Sudan are surveyed. The aethods eaployed, the nanner

of environnental pollution, the routes of entry into the body

and the clinical features and toxic effects are discribed.

It is enphasized that pesticides are essential for the oconoqy

of the country, but the health risks are stressed and prevent-

ive measures are suggested.
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BACTEBi;ii FLORA OP Z3EH

By: Prof. H. H, Ema

Dept, of Medical Microbiology & Para-

sitology,

Faculty of Medicine

JiBSTHACT

Samples of "zeer" water fron houses of twenty-five children

of the ago of two years or less seen at Ivjygona Health Centre in

Khartoun were examined. Nineteen of the children were suffering

fron diarrhoea and six were healthy controls. The "zeer" water

sonples were cultured. Rectal swabs of seven of the nineteen sick

children yielded strains of entcropathogenic B. coli. Nine of the

"zeer" water saqples of these patients were highly contaninated;

and in four cases the organises of the rectal swabs and the "zeer"

water were identical. Fron the six controls no onteropathogenic

organisns were isolated by rectal swabs. In the "zeer" water sanples

four wero grossly contaninated.
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HEALTH RISKS FROM HAFIR \7ATBS IN KHARTOUM PROVINCE

By; Ilohaned Ahoed Adan Fadul

Assistant Chief Sanitary iingineer

iiinistry of Health

ABSTRACT

The pollution of "hafir" water is of two types: a) Natural Poll-

ution of the hafir water due to the type of the soil, washing and accuo-

ulation of wastes inside the hafir by run-off from the catchoent area.

b) Insanitary nethods of extracting the water from hafirs.

The first 3anitary survey to all water sources in the rural area

of Khartoun Province showed that hafir water is always contaminated.

There are obvious health risks due to the use of polluted or conta-

ainated water supplies fron hafirs to the rural population of Khartoun

Province. There are as yet no records showing the diseases related to

the use of water from hafirs• Therefore the evaluation of health risks

fron hafir water is estimated only fron the general health records in

the rural health units.

It is suggested that the cost of treating the iysafefiF fron hafirs

will be, in the long-run, noro than the cost of building, running and

naintaining the health care syston.
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PREVENTION OF ¥AEJR POLLUTION FROJi INDUSTSRI.AL WASTES

By; Mohaaed Ahned iidau Padul

Mohamed El Hassan Salih

Yousif Osnan

Occupational Health Division
Ministry of Health

/J3STRACT

The prevention of discharge of industerial wastes into water

bodies is of particular inportance in the Sudan. In recent years

industerial daielopnent^ has attracted and iqported modern techin-

ologies of industerilization fron the highly developed countries

which are now suffering from the probleas of environmental pollu-

tion created by intensive industries. Many different kinds of was-

tes are produced which nay be harnful to human health as well as

to aninals, plants and aquatic life.

For the prevention of water pollution from industerial wastes

the following measures are suggested:

1. Establishing some neans of treating the industerial wastes to

an acceptable degree before discharge into water bodies.

2» Studying the possibility of changing the process of production

to change the quality and the volune of the wastes so as to

minimize the cost of treatment of the wastes and the health

hazards of their discharge into water sources.

3« Taking the advice of qualified consultants in the field of in-

dusterial wastes as well as colaboration with the government and

industerial agencies to oakc use of industerial wastes.

ij.. Enacting laws and regulations for the control of the discharge

of untreated industerial wastes into water sources.



SCHISTCSCMIASIS IN IiUil&iTlCN SCH3M3S AND WAT311 BODIES

IN THE SUDAN

By; iiutaaad /Jined Anin

Departaent cf Social & Preventive Med«.

Faculty of liedicine

/J3STEACT

- Schistosooiasis i s one of the acst iapor tant public health prc-

blens of the Sudan. Since 1925, the prevalence of the disease had in -

creased as a r e su l t of the establishment of dans, puap schenes and now

agr icul tura l development p ro jec t s .

In the &ezira I r r igated Schene the prevalence of the i n t e s t i na l

fora of the disease has r isen sharply tc 60-75/i and in the age-fjroup

8-14 years alnost every individual i s infected.

The i/hite Nile areas are badly affected with both types of

schistosooLasis, Q. ^jan_soni .and S. haeoatobiun. Duein, Aba Island

and Kosti are cxanples of the hadly affected regions.

Very l i t t l e i s known at out. schistoso;:iiasis in the West.

§^haeaatobiua i s belivod tc be the only species** In El Rahad the

prevalence i s about

Except for r. recent epidenLc of s . :.iansoni in Bor d i s t r i c t

nothing i s known about the Bilharzia s i tua t ion in the South.

The est&blishaent of I r r iga t ion Schemes l i k e , &irba, &eneid,

Suki and pu.-.ip Schemes in the Northern provinces had led to great

modification in the environaent which favoured the sxsread and

mult ipl icat ion of snai ls and produced a dranatic increase in the

prevalence of schis tosonias is .
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